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     Our guest speaker, 
Dana B. Shoaf, is the 
editor of Civil War 
Times magazine. He 
frequently gives 
Eastern Theater 
battlefield tours and 

speaks on a variety of Civil War topics. He can be seen on C-span 
and on his monthly “First Monday” Facebook broadcasts on the Civil 
War Times page. Shoaf has served as a Civil War consultant to the 
Smithsonian Institution, the Library of Congress, and the National 

Archives. 
     Tonight he will 
discuss whether the 
Minié ball really made 
a significant impact on 
the conduct of 
nineteenth-century 
warfare. 
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WAR-GAMING THE CIVIL WAR 
 

By BOB LEHMAN 
 

     While most of us read books and visit battle-
fields, there is a small number of us who also re-
fight famous battles using toy soldiers, or “military 
miniatures,” as we call them. These miniatures can 
come in a variety of different scales — 6mm, 

 

10mm, 15mm, 28mm, and 54mm (e.g., 25mm = 1 
inch). We set up troops on tables with farms, fenc-
es, woods… think of it as a large diorama except 
that you can move your troops. Then we re-fight 
historical battles or create new scenarios using dice, 
tape measures, and a variety of  rules. 
     My own miniatures for playing American Civil 
War (ACW) are 15mm and 28mm, painted to rep-
resent various units. Games are set up either on 
5’x8’ or 6’x10’ or 12’ tables depending on the size 
of the battlefield and the scale of the figures. I use 
the “Black Powder” rules which allow me to com-
plete a game in under four hours. 
     My basement has been likened to an old-
fashioned hobby shop. Let’s just say I have quite a 
few war-game figures from the Romans to the Box-
er Rebellion… I have the Great Northern War set 
up now with Swedes, Russians, Saxons, and Poles. 
     If this is something you might want to try, give 
me a call at 330.544.1571 or send an e-mail to 
rnl1861@yahoo.com. Who knows? You just might 
enjoy pushing “toy soldiers” around the battlefield! 


